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Aerial photographs from the 1950s didn’t prepare Adam Shoalts for what he was about
to encounter. The self-dubbed “modern explorer” was canoeing a stretch of little-known
whitewater rapids just south of Hudson Bay when the river started to disappear in front
of him.

“I’ve discovered a waterfall and
now I’m about to go straight over
it,” Mr. Shoalts thought. “This is
not good.”
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C ourtesy : A dam ShoaltsAdam Shoalts is being credited with changing the map of Canada after discovering a series of waterfalls
— one of which he plunged over in his canoe _ on a river south of Hudson Bay, one of the last blind spots in Canadian
geography.
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He tried to back paddle, but the
current was too swift. And then,
“It’s past the point of no return.”

The current pivoted his canoe
sideways, sending him down the
12-metre waterfall. As he fought
against the undertow and swam
to shore, Mr. Shoalts couldn’t
help congratulating himself for
making a discovery that “just
doesn’t happen in the 21st
century.”

The August 2012 trip marked the
first time on record that anyone
had traversed the Again River, a
100-kilometre tributary
straddling the Northern Ontario-
Quebec border that was too likely too marginal to sustain ancient aboriginal populations
and too rocky for fur traders.

After rescuing most of his gear downstream and using duct tape to repair his dented
canoe, Mr. Shoalts proceeded along the river to find six more uncharted waterfalls. And
now, with the backing of the Royal Canadian Geographical Society (RCGS), Mr. Shoalts
is poised to return to the area this week to properly document one of the last blind spots
acknowledged by Canadian geographers.

Already, the RCGS has lauded Mr. Shoalts for “changing the map of Canada, a true
rarity in 21st-century exploration.”
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C ourtesy : A dam ShoaltsDepicted is one of seven waterfalls discovered by
Adam Shoalts on the Again River in the Hudson Bay lowlands.

A dam ShoaltsAdam Shoalts on the nameless river on his expedition , holding the flag of the Royal Canadian Geographical
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Related

Arctic expedition hopes to solve mystery of Canadian explorer who vanished nearly a
century ago

Stephen Harper renews hunt for Franklin ships long lost to the Arctic depths

“No known explorer, surveyor or canoeist,” had ever travelled on the Again River, the
RCGS said, after scouring historic fur trade records and written accounts, and
interviewing aboriginal elders of the Moose Cree First Nation to confirm that Mr.
Shoalts was indeed the river’s first visitor.

Since 2008, the 27-year-old Ontario woodsman has tried to access the Again River, part
of a network of rivers, tributaries and lakes in the Hudson Bay lowlands known as the
third-largest wetland on the planet. He failed to reach it on two previous attempt, in
2008 and 2009.

“It has the highest concentration of blood-sucking insects in the entire world,” said Mr.
Shoalts. “It’s just a mass intensity of black flies attacking your face relentlessly, all day
long.”

‘It feels as if you’re at the ends of the Earth’

When he finally reached the headwaters last summer, the “pristine” shoreline was
vacant of any sign of human contact, said Mr. Shoalts, who paid close attention to the
rocks for paint marks from previous canoeists, but found none.

“It feels as if you’re at the ends of the Earth,” he said.

The swampy, unforgiving terrain meant much of the Hudson Bay lowlands escaped
exploration — save for photos taken from airplanes during a nationwide project in the
post-war era. From those photographs, geographers produced topographic maps in the
1960s, many of which remain the predominant source of geographical knowledge on
untouched slices of Canadian wilderness.
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A dam ShoaltsDent: Adam Shoalts' canoe after he went over a 20-ft waterfall.
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But those maps were limited in their abilities to note minor landmarks, such as Mr.
Shoalts’ yet-to-be-named waterfalls. A rare breed of Canadian wilderness buffs
continues to be tasked with filling in the blanks, said Denis St-Onge, a decorated Arctic
explorer and former RCGS president.

“I have no doubt there’s more to be found,” said Mr. St-
Onge, who is working to add further detail to a map of
the Keewatin Basin, northeast of Yellowknife.

“How much more is there? Of course, I don’t know,” he
said, adding that the primary geographical blind spots
are in Labrador, the Northwest Territories and the
Hudson Bay lowlands.

Mr. Shoalts, who lives in Fenwick, Ont., had earmarked a
series of undocumented rivers in the lowlands several
years ago after sifting through archival records,
newspaper clippings, explorers’ journals and
geographical survey reports as well as talking to bush
pilots, wilderness canoeists and aboriginal elders.

“I want to know what’s out there in the deepest, darkest
pockets,” said Mr. Shoalts, who has already submitted a
request to name a tributary he found in 2011.

He sets off Thursday for his next adventure. He will
attempt to add seven small details to the 50-year-old
topographic maps of the Again River as he retraces his
route, alone, from Cochrane, Ont., to the mouth of the
Kesagami River, dragging his canoe and 70 kilograms of
food and equipment up creeks, and hacking his way
through “impenetrable boreal forest,” muskeg and
tundra en route to the river’s headwaters.

On the Again rapids, he plans to measure the longitude
and latitude of each waterfall and take photographs,
before canoeing into James Bay, risking hypothermia as he traces the coastline to the
Polar Bear Express railway in Moosonee, Ont.

At most points along the way, the closest source of aid will be hundreds of kilometres
away, by air.

“The plan is not to need rescuing,” he said.
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Comments for this thread are now closed.

NewestNewest CommunityCommunity

LouiseShah 
•  a day

ago

I love it. Duct tape to the rescue.

Proventus 
•  2 days

ago

I bet Stompin' Tom was there once. He's been everywhere man.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v...
2
1

Thomas Price  
•  2 days

ago> Proventus

That was Hank Snow, not Stompin Tom.
4

Mahou Shoujo 
•  2 days

ago

There are still a few places on earth that will surprise the itinerant traveller as they wend their way wherever.
2

Proventus  
•  2 days

ago> Mahou Shoujo

I found an old Pop-Tart in the cupboard at the cottage once. Gave it to my brother.

Did you know they don't go bad?
1
1

Mahou Shoujo  
•  2 days

ago> Proventus

That is what siblings are for, if they survive, they will be appreciative and stronger for it.

1

FMR69 
•  2 days

ago

He should contact Google b/f his next trip to see if they can outfit him with something to video the route......then I can travel there without
getting bitten by black flys
4

Thomas Price  
•  2 days

ago> FMR69

You've got to be kidding. Google shows a resort in my field. The resort is actually 15 kilometers from where I live. 
20 visitors each summer looking for the resort. We have contacted Google as has the resort owner to get the problem rectified all with
no success. We now just advise the visitors that it is Google's back-roads exploration program.
1
1

Q_Impact 
•  2 days

ago

Well done, but next time learn the boof stroke.

b.t.w., did you look at topographical maps or just air photos? If only air photos, are there any stereoscopic ones of the area available to help
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you find these features.

1

Proventus  
•  2 days

ago> Q_Impact

All maps are based on the aerial photos from the 50s with some smaller details too small to notice. Especially if the photos were taken
with full summer foliage.
1

Mikaysoo 
•  3 days

ago

Well the Cree of the area call these falls "Waskagwankisik" they are not unknown and have been travelled for hundreds of years... but of
course, when a Non indigenous person see it's for the first time it's "discovered"... like Columbus discovering America... right!
13
5

Mahou Shoujo  
•  2 days

ago> Mikaysoo

"interviewing aboriginal elders of the Moose Cree First Nation to confirm that Mr. Shoalts was indeed the river’s first visitor" Did you
miss this part?
4

Mikaysoo  
•  2 days

ago> Mahou Shoujo

well...MCFN is Ontario he should have went to Waskaganish...that is their territory.

1

Mahou Shoujo  
•  2 days

ago> Mikaysoo

How close to the Again river do you live? Where is the closest indian settlement to it?
2

Mikaysoo  
•  2 days

ago> Mahou Shoujo

I'm from Moose Cree First Nation... Waskaganish is the closest to that area
1

Mahou Shoujo  
•  2 days

ago> Mikaysoo

So you are quite familiar with the river and all it's waterfalls?
1

Mikaysoo  
•  2 days

ago> Mahou Shoujo

yes i grew up here, this is my home... yes i've been on that river before... never been as far as the falls in question...
but I've heard the elders speak of them thru their stories... and know people who have been there...
1

Mahou Shoujo  
•  2 days

ago> Mikaysoo

You should consider writing some of this down, lots of indian culture and history are lost because it is not being
preserved or passed down to a generation that values it.
2

Mikaysoo  
•  2 days

ago> Mahou Shoujo

old stories are being retold, languages is being resurrected, values are being instilled... it's all coming back without writing
it down, in the traditional manners... it's not being lost, it's actually gaining momentum simply because new generations
want it, seek it and ask for it... that is why they're standing up now...:) we are going back to the traditional values,
while learning the new education... we are the 7th generation, and they will never be idle no more again.
1
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Mahou Shoujo  
•  2 days

ago> Mikaysoo

Walk the walk, do not talk the walk.
1

Mikaysoo  
•  2 days

ago> Mahou Shoujo

well i would safely assume that you hardly know what i've done... i live with a simple philosophy... " it doesn't matter
what I say that I will do, what matters is what i do with what i say."
1

Mahou Shoujo  
•  2 days

ago> Mikaysoo

No, never heard of you before this article. Doing something for yourself that does not take from some one else has a
lot of value. There is no way either of us could know anything about each other, or a lot of other people. People should
encourage others to do what is right, not what is convenient.

Mikaysoo  
•  2 days

ago> Mahou Shoujo

of course you wouldn't hear of me... i'm the quiet one in the corner, teaching, leading, encouraging and using my
education and skills for the benefit of my people and culture... for 9 years i gathered the highest education there is at
the universities... and bought that back to me people, to share, to teach, to give... i don't put myself in the front,
don't want my name to be known, nor do i have a personal agenda...aside from giving all i've learned to help my
culture.
1

Mahou Shoujo  
•  2 days

ago> Mikaysoo

Very noble, will wait and watch to see how it all works out.

Mikaysoo  
•  a day

ago> Mahou Shoujo

well there's much you have already seen and heard in the past 2 years

Mahou Shoujo  
•  a day

ago> Mikaysoo

Yes, and a lot that I know about that has unfortunately been lost about the indians and settlers in this part of the
world. A long departed friend of mine had a collection of cassette tapes he made of the old people's stories, they
disappeared, would have been another page of history if they were still around.

Mikaysoo  
•  10 hours

ago> Mahou Shoujo

that is too bad, that's a great loss... but that is the reason why we keep them written on our people's tongues... I still
tell my daughter the stories that were passed on to me as a young child, stories that have been with my people for
1000's of years... when they are written in the spirit and lifestyle of the people...they could never be lost.
1

Mahou Shoujo  
•  6 hours

ago> Mikaysoo

That's what we thought, now, there are none of the old people left that were on the tapes.

Mikaysoo  
•  2 days

ago> Mikaysoo

did i just rain on someone's parade... ! sorry...!
1
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1

Stratusfaction  
•  2 days

ago> Mikaysoo

You're right, but they don't make the maps. Sounds like an opportunity to me.
7

Mikaysoo  
•  2 days

ago> Stratusfact ion

the maps are in the stories, and the stories are written on their tongues... but i would imagine that if Mr Shoalts consulted the
Native people who live on that land... he wouldn't have went over the falls... lol... i don't think it matters to them who
"discovered" it... they knew about it long time ago...and If Mr Shoalts is given the opportunity to lay claim and name it...then
that the CNG's prerogative... but i'm sure the original people who are indigenious to that land will know that place by the name
they've given to it.
1
2

Proventus  
•  2 days

ago> Mikaysoo

Oh ok then.

When the moon rises over the turtle, the first water falls on the goose neck.

Good descriptions huh?
2
3

imarsman  
•  2 days

ago> Mikaysoo

I guess in your indignation you missed the part where Mr. Shoalts consulted with aboriginal elders. You know, when you
feel your knee jerk you should double check with your central nervous system before you comment.
5
1

Mikaysoo  
•  2 days

ago> imarsman

yes i did read that..., but just saying... that maybe he should have consulted with the one who actually live in the
area...

1

imarsman  
•  2 days

ago> Mikaysoo

You are quite dismissive of him and I don't see any evidence to show that he is dismissive of anyone.
2

Mikaysoo  
•  2 days

ago> imarsman

wasn't dismissing him... thats great that he found that... I was just was saying that it's not unknown as it's mentioned
in the article... it's very known, highly known... simple because that area is Kapashesit's trapline... is that being
dismissive to know that fact ???
2

Unitedel  
•  2 days

ago> Mikaysoo

If Kapashesit is trapping that area again and you have proof Email me @ totallyfoff. net.
That's been my ancestral line since french sails darkened the horizon.
1

Mikaysoo  
•  2 days

ago> Unitedel

not sure... I'm just going by the traditional trapline map that is issue by the MNR... Kapashesit is a family name. and
according to the MNR... they say that the Kapashesit family has entitlement to trap on that land...
so contact the MNR

1
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Dangler  
•  2 days

ago> Mikaysoo

Oh quit complaining Mikaysoo. We've let your people live "rent free" in this country for the better part of 300 years.
15
7

Proventus  
•  2 days

ago> Dangler

HAHAHA.... How's this you wanker.

I now own your house. It's ok though because I'll let you live in it rent free. You know, because you've always been living
there anyway. Unless... of course... I need it at some point in the future.
2

Mikaysoo  
•  2 days

ago> Dangler

I honestly would be ashamed to call myself Canadian if i didn't know the true history of the country i live in... how it came to
be and what was done to getting it to where it is now... just saying
5
2

Mikaysoo  
•  2 days

ago> Dangler

OMG... do you even know your own history... RENT FREE!... the very reason why you think Native People get thing FREE
form the government is the treaties state that the GOVERNMENT rents this land from the original inhabitant so you can live
here... but that rent hasn't been paid... like OMG... get yourself an education please
12
1

Proventus  
•  2 days

ago> Mikaysoo

They're just being dinks. Trying to get a reaction out of you. Stay on the high road and you can't go wrong.
4

Mikaysoo  
•  2 days

ago> Proventus

chi miigwetch :) i will
3

builder54  
•  2 days

ago> Mikaysoo

Your people should start to evolve . You can keep you culture and there is no such thing as the noble indian. Learn
how to play in the world as it is today . Then you can do something about the way the whiteman has wronged you.
2
2

Proventus  
•  2 days

ago> builder54

Evolve... you mean into land thieves?
1

Mikaysoo  
•  2 days

ago> builder54

We are... why do you think the ruckus has started...!!!
3
2

Sylvester McMonkey McBean  
•  2 days

ago> Mikaysoo

Dangler's just trolling. Don't bite - that's what he's looking for.
4

Proventus  
•  2 days

ago> Sylvester McMonkey McBean
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Load more comments

Bingo

The Third Man 
•  3 days

ago

Lucky for him Niagara has already been discovered.....
14
1
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